The Concierge
TIPS FOR TOURING HERE AND ABROAD

A GRANDE DAME PREPARES FOR AMERICA’S CUP

The America’s Cup is a sailing race that is often referred to as the “Olympics of the Sea.” It is a biennial regatta that takes place on the world’s most beautiful and historic oceans. The race is known for its high-speed boats, innovative technology, and competitive spirit.

New Hampshire Ski Deals Galore
Take advantage of the various deals offered by Cranmore Mountain Resort. For frequent skiers, single-season lift tickets or full-season passes are a great value. The resort is known for its challenging slopes and expert instruction.

Florida Getaways
Myers & Sanibel — dubbed the “shell capital of the world” — are offering a variety of activities for visitors. With that in mind, the Beaches of Fort Myers and Sanibel are excellent options for tourists. Starting Feb. 17, you’ll have more opportunities to explore the area as new Delta flights to Fort Myers will be offered.

BoostCube TC04 4-Port USB Wall Charger
The BoostCube TC04 is a compact and efficient charging solution, perfect for travelers on the go. It features 4 high-speed USB ports for charging multiple devices simultaneously, as well as SmartID ports for faster charging.

The Importance of Open Hearth Cooking
Hearth cooking is an ancient practice that dates back thousands of years. It is a method of cooking food over a slow, steady flame, which allows for slow and low temperatures that can help preserve nutrients and flavors. Fire is the central element in open hearth cooking, creating a unique atmosphere and flavor profile for the food.

Open Hearth Cooking Classes
History buffs and food lovers will both love Open Hearth Cooking, an upcoming series of open house classes. Each house class is typically based on 18th- and 19th-century cooking techniques. Classes may include topics such as 18th-century cooking, apple pies, andAmish pie-making.

In-Flight Food 
Cranesbill Mountain Resort offers a variety of catering options for events. This includes a full-service dining room, seasonal fare, and large group options.

Space-Age Suits
With technology continuing to advance, it’s no surprise to see space suits on the menu. This concept restaurant offers a unique dining experience, combining space exploration with gastronomy.
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